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View Sample Report:
Ascendant : Your Personality
At the time of your birth, the rising zodiac on eastern horizon was Sagittarius. Hence your ascendant is Sagittarius. Your character
and your personality is governed by this Sign. Element of Sagittarius is Fire. You possess that energy of fire that cooks and gives
warmth. Nobility is an inseparable part of your personality. Jupiter, the most benefic planet with spiritual heights and philosophical
taste, rules your ascendant. Optimism is in your blood and you try to infuse this in everybody around you. With this hopeful attitude
towards life, you love joy and adventure in life. Your quest for knowledge is very high and you don’t hesitate in getting knowledge
from anyone. You love going to far off lands in search of adventure and knowledge. You know how to organize manpower and how
to lead them for big targets. You working formula is 24x7x365. Sagittarius is a male sign giving masculine touch to your behavior and
mode of working. You generally cannot work under someone, as you don’t like to be instructed. You have a natural flair for writing
and teaching. A good and noble cause is sufficient to get anything done from your side. You have the capacity to get big achievement
if you get behind something. With your spiritual height, virtuous nature and good oration skills you usually prove to be excellent
counselors. Your love for humanity is such that you can sacrifice your interests for that.
The symbol of your sign pasteurizes you better – centaur whose half body in that of a horse pointing his arrow towards the
sky. Your aims are high as sky and you have the horse power to shoot at your aim. You are always found in social functions.
Sagittarius is a dual sign. Your nobility is often accompanied with arrogance.
You sometimes become very bossy and arrogant hurting other’s self respect. Tongue-lashing is something that you usually
do hardly concerned of its after effects. Your prodigal nature many a times put you in tight financial conditions.

Moon Sign: Your Emotional Urge
Your Moon sign is Aquarius and it is fixed sign ruled by Saturn. Your moon situated here will give lot of suddenness in results i.e.
sudden elevations and sudden depressions. You have an artistic bent and an intelligent mind. You are blessed with strong intuition
power which you need to explore and strengthen. You possess an enigma in your personality. Your ideas and planning are good and
as per the need of the time but you are lazy in executing your plans. You are emotional and understand other’s emotions also. You
possess the power of healing. The number of your opponents is usually high and you often suffer mental worries and miseries due to
them. You have to check the feelings of solitude and loneliness that often dominates you and you feel depressed.
You can be excellent in some sort of craftsmanship. You are blessed with this art of reformation. You have to come up of
the laziness of your behavior to exhibit your talent.

Birth Star: Your Creative Urge

The meaning of Shatbhisha is “the hundred physicians”. You are blessed with healing quality that is not confined only to physical but
also to heart and soul. Secrecy is one of your major characteristics. The symbol is a circle enclosing a space. This is also called the
veiling star. You have a tremendous wave of energy and potential inside you. You know how to handle the odds and come in a win
over situation against your opponents. This nakshatra is under Saturn and Rahu. You see everything with suspicion and hence take
your own time to get comfortable with people and things around you. Due to this, you are extra cautious and save yourself from
many troubles. You don’t interfere in other’s boundary and don’t accept any interference in your boundary. You enjoy your own
company and are generally introverted. You are concerned about the truth behind everything. The only drawback is that you speak
out the harsh truths at inappropriate time creating troubles for you. For you, principles are more important than emotions. Your
principles are your own set of rules, making you very insensitive sometimes. You are born philosopher and a sharp edge comes to
your philosophy with your logical and analytical brain that thinks without prejudice. You are least concerned about your looks,
appearance or clothing. You get appreciation for your enterprising approach.
The deity of your birth star is Varuna, the lord of oceans. Your inner potential has the depths of ocean. If you make efforts
you can activate the vital source of energy stored in our body in form of kundalini. You are ambitious and laborious.
The solitude in your nature often brings depression in your life. The reservations of your mind make you take things as duty
and you fail to enjoy the real essence of life. Harshness of speech many a times put you in aukward situation. You sometimes blast,
spoiling things all around. You have to come up of the petty issues of life to utilize the hidden and unbounded energy inside you.
Your areas of interest are occult sciences, medicine, writing, technology, media, Pharmaceutical Industry, Recycling
Industry.

First House Your lagna lord is Jupiter. Jupiter is the planet of dignity. Jupiter is the significator of religious fervor, philosophical
approach, and aptitude for science, wisdom, intellect, wealth, fame, progeny and liver. The strength of this planet in a horoscope
decides how fortunate you are and how comfortably you get your desired. Being the lord of first house in your horoscope, Jupiter
also governs the subjects of first house i.e. your personality, temperament, attitude towards life and physical ability. In your natal
chart Jupiter is posited in tenth house, which is the house of father, profession, business, gains from government, fame and ill fame
and status. In your natal chart tenth house has Virgo sign. Virgo is the sign of Mercury and Jupiter here is not very strong. You are
very careless about your appearance and behaviour. You have a practical approach than philosophical and emotional. You believe in
being very professional and can do well in business and commercial matters. With your intelligence you easily manage with people
around you. You know how to exploit the manpower upto its best. Your mode of working is methodical and in arranged manner.
Hence, you do well in partnerships. You are analytical but sometimes you become highly critical.
You are cautious and alert and not easily impressed. It is difficult to impose anything against you will. Although this is a good point
but sometimes it makes you so obstinate that you deny listening even the genuine. This sometimes turns to an egoistic attitude also.
You put every caution in selecting your friends and partners. This sometimes makes you very suspicious.
The position of Jupiter makes your digestive system very sensitive. You have to take special care of your diet and exercise etc. keep
yourself fit as there are chances that health troubles may affect your working and performance.
You have a practical approach and a strong determination to reach the heights in your profession field. You
are virtuous with high principles. The spirituality inside you never allows you to go on wrong path. You believe in earning reputation
for yourself. You work to bring success to your every undertaking with a sharp intellect you achieve easy achievements. You love
lavish food and comforts. Your competitive spirit makes you stand against all odds of life. Any profession related to law, finance or
education can be beneficial for you. You are cautious about your duties you may develop interest in scriptures etc.

Second House is a house of family, speech, vision and financial prosperity. In your horoscope the sign in second house is
Capricorn. The planet in second house is Ketu. Capricorn is and earth sign ruled by Saturn. Presence of Ketu in this sign enhances
the qualities of Capricorn pragmatism, perservance and practicality. You accept the hard truths of life and take up responsibilities
willingly. With high degree of patience, you avoid hasty decisions and believe in analyzing every aspect in detail. You have a
conservative approach and it is difficult for you to accept new ideas. When it comes to soft emotions, you usually never share them
with any one and prove yourself to be a tough personality. This attitude sometimes makes you a bit pessimistic. You believe in
performing your duties with full involvement. Ketu is in his enemy’s sign and hence may obspect your materialistic gains. Sudden
losses may occur occasionally disturbing your scheduled plans. You need to check the suspicious and skeptical instincts of your
nature for a better social life.

Third House is the house of courage, talent and your after borns.In your horoscope third house has Aquarius sign ruled by Saturn
You will enhance your in born abilities which will help you to attain your goals. Small journeys would become a part of your job. Take
good care of your after born. Beautiful Moon third in your natal chart inclines you towards pomp and show. You would love to enjoy
every comfort of life, ample of wealth may help in execution of plans. you may acquire knowledge of shastras and interested in
writing poetry also. You would like to travel around watery places. You believe in planned expenditure than extravagancy.
Mercury in third house would help you to be skilled in every art. You are a very hard worker with no expected results. You will have a
strong support from your co-born. You would be very interested in social service and inclined towards auspicious & religious
activities. Your high morals would result in honor and popularity. You have enough courage to work hard with high standards. You

may be fickle minded occasionally, otherwise your would handle situations diplomatically. You may unkind sometimes but on the
very next moment you are generous and sober. You are mentally alert all the time and do good works.

Fourth House is the house of mother, immovable, property, education, vehicles and general happiness. In your natal chart the
th

th

fourth house has Pisces sign. Fourth lord Jupiter is posited in 10 house and is aspecting the 4 house. This strengthens the forth
house of your horoscope. Presence of a watery and dual sign in your house of public relations indicates caring companions around
you. You sometimes loose your temper and behave roughly but get into compromising mood very soon. You get emotional support
of your companions even in your worst situations. Your PR usually consists of intellectual and artistic people. Your active
participation in religious and charitable institutes gives you much energy all the time. With three planets in the forth house and
aspect of three planets on the forth house indicates that you may have gains from real estate. Presence of exalted Venus with Mars
indicates that you are good in subjects like photography, computer etc.

Fifth House is the house of children, emotions, faith in God and the results of the Karmas of past birth. Your fifth house has Aries
sign and its lord Mars is posited in forth house in Pisces. Pisces is a watery and dual sign ruled by Jupiter, the planet which
represents, knowledge generosity. Mars & Jupiter are friends. Position of Mars in Pisces in your birth chart makes you generous,
sensitive and affectionate but sometimes you become so unpredictable in expression. You remain happy outside you family, you
may be the most criticized member of the family. You are fond of popularity and praises although you may not get it. You enjoy
success in ordinary professions. The reason of this is your cunningness. You may develop tendencies of cheating out of
circumstances occasionally and may consolidate yourself very soon. You are the victim of difficulties and misfortunes but you may
gain through friends instead of family members or other relatives.
th
As the fifth lord is falling 12 to the sign, this is an indication that you may have problems regarding maintaining your position.
There may be occasional problems related to children also.

Sixth House is the house of diseases, enemies, debts and obstacles. The sign in this house is Taurus. Taurus is a fixed sign. This
confers on you the requisite level of endurance. You may qualify any adversities subject to changes in the strategy at the time of the
need. You are daring and withhold yourself tough against the astringencies. You energy level is very high and often bounded with
patience. You appreciate healthy competition. If you accept a challenge, you give full dedication and mould the things as per you.
You believe that until and unless you aim, you cannot shoot. Many a times you bring things to one-man show.
th
In your natal chart 6 lord is posited in forth house. Sixth lord represents diseases, enemies’ debts, obstacles and competitive spirit.
th
Fourth house is the house of your mother, immovable property, education, vehicles and general happiness.6 lord in this house may
bring breaks in your education. Dealing with sub ordinates will always be problematic. Ancestral property, if any, may get into
disputes. You will have to make extra efforts to maintain domestic harmony. Ups and downs of life often make you pessimistic and
you avoid getting in any competitions. Despite of your efforts you are often misunderstood and earn a bad name.

Seventh House is the house of marriage, lust, marital status and business partnership.
Your seventh house has Gemini sign and its lord Mercury is posited in third house in sign Aquarius. Aquarius is an airy and fixed sign
and ruled by Saturn.
In this position Mercury in your horoscope may divert you towards scholarly activities. You may have excess energy and
faith in religion and mythology.
You may have fear of enemies in your mind. You would work in subordination and enemies with bad intentions may torture
you. Your temperamental fluctuation may cause disturbance in family. You need to be more patient in handling the domestic
matters to maintain the harmony. Journeys would always be there.

Eighth House is the house of calamities, secrecy, fear, obstructions, and occult subjects. In your horoscope sign in the 8th house is
Cancer and Rahu is posited here. Cancer Sign is ruled by Moon and represents domestic happiness, family & soft relations, maternal
care etc. Although Rahu is in enmity with moon who rules cancer sign yet in this position Rahu is capable of giving good results. You
may thrive for peace of mind which actually is within you. Your initial inclination may be towards materialistic gains but you would
get satisfaction dealing with the soft side of human nature. You have something or the other struggle going on within you. With
these thoughtful struggles it is very difficult to convince you as you suspect everything at least at first instance.
You need to be careful regarding the digestive system and avoid constipation as much as possible. Your horoscope is
indicating towards problems like Piles. Presence of Rahu also indicates your inclination towards occult sciences or getting in the
depth of the subject.

Ninth House is the house of worship, your religious bent, your spiritualistic taste, philosophical outlook, efforts for knowledge,
fortune and well-being. Your ninth house has Leo sign and its lord Sun is posited in fourth house in Pisces sign. Sun being the ruler of
planets is the significator of courage, enthusiasm, helping attitude, high authority, command, love for family, fame, soul, pride,
arrogance and spiritualism. Placement of Sun in a horoscope decides your status, courage, fame, popularity, relation with Govt.
officials, father, charity, your physique, attitude and profession etc.

Pisces is a dual and watery sign ruled by learned Gentle Jupiter. Sun in Jupiter’s sign in your birth chart confers on you the
good sweet fruits of both Sun and Jupiter which brings happiness, wealth, friends, popularity, name and fame for you.
You are learned, wise, sophisticated and victorious above foes. You would enjoy comforts of servants, and respect at work
place or from sub-ordinates. But you would gain wealth from business of aqua product or business from minerals.
Your sweet speech would attract people towards you and you two will be popular among them. You have religious
thoughts. Simple living and high thinking is prime factor for you.

Tenth House is the house of profession, prestige, favors from the government. In your horoscope sign in the 10 th house is Virgo.
This is a dual and earthy sign. Most important quality of your mode of working is systematical approach and an eye for details. This
detail-oriented approach brings accuracy and precision in your work. You have the patience to keep on searching till you get what
you want. Your approach is scientific and you may prefer jobs involving administration. Numbers and mathematics fascinate you.
You have a strong profit motive; you work consistently and with passion. Female figures would be more beneficial for you. There is a
wide range of beneficial areas for you. You can excel in the areas of accounts, education, journalism, sports, psychology,
investigations, and statistics, trading, communication, marketing and management. A unique job with which you can do justice is
handwriting and fingerprint expert. With your patience you can do well as researcher in natural sciences.
As a boss you are a hard nut to crack. You observe the environment patiently.
th
In your natal chart 10 lord is in third house, which is the house of your talent and courage. Your job may demand constant
traveling on short journeys. Your valor, virtues and enterprising attitude would play an important role in your professional rise.
There may be occasional obstacles rising up in your ventures, which would be solved, only by your own intelligence and initiation.
Your brother or a brotherly figure may have a vital role in your job prospects. You may have to leave your native place for job
conditions. You may have to face some opposition from near ones whenever you would go for some risking ventures. You should not
let your confidence shake under pressure. You may have wonderful initiatives at the time of need. You apply your own brain to get
the desired success.
th

th

th

In your horoscope 10 lord is in conjunction with 8 lord. 8 lord signifies depths, legacies and other people’s money. It also refers
th
th
to stock Market, banking and insurance. Conjunction of 10 and 8 lord develops your interest in occult sciences. Dealing in stock
market or insurance industry could be a parallel source of income for you.
th

Planets in the 10 house are Jupiter and Saturn. As both these planets are retrograde there may be ups and downs as well as sharp
turns in your profession. You come under the wise and intellect class of the society. You may not compromise with your principles.
Areas beneficial for you are related to finance, banking, stock exchange, law, occult sciences, teaching, preaching services related to
religious institutions etc. You are virtuous with a strong religions and spiritual bent. Your charitable activities will make you
honorable and respectable in the society. You make sincere and endless efforts for the noble causes. Your goodwill and esteemed
position in the society is more important than any other factor. In your ventures you get the support of your family members.
Honors and success would come to your way because of your virtues. Your advices are much honoured in your circle.
Saturn is known for hard labor and hardships. Gold shines after being exposed to high temperature. Areas beneficial for you
are building material, agricultural products, railways, mines and minerals, oil professions related to iron and steel, leather industry.
Saturn represents the lower section of the society. You may have an opportunity to work for the downtrodden class of the society.
You may be known for the dispassionate and judicious approach at your work place. This gives you different style of working which
sub-ordinates usually do not appreciate. Try to bring some mildness in this approach especially while dealing with government
agencies. You have a spiritual bent and if groomed properly, you can attain good heights in this field. While tackling subordinates
remember that feeling of hard work can be inculcated through motivation and not pressure. You may have to come across sudden
elevations and depressions in your career. Your profits can be delayed but not denied. So, maintain optimism and consistency of
your efforts. You’ll have a fascination towards landed assets and occupations relating to jurisdiction over landed assets.

Eleventh House is the house of income, elder co born and your luxuries.
th

th

In your horoscope 11 house has Libra sign and lord Venus is in 4 house in sign of exaltation. Venus is known for brilliance, beauty,
comforts, love, brightness, sweet speech, attraction to wealth, passion, lust or sensual pleasures. In fact Venus, is strong in the
evening and this strength of passion and sensual pleasure converts into meditation, poetry, writing, brilliance, mathematics and
concentration on scientific facts in the morning. Placement of Venus in a horoscope decides your power of attraction, adaptability,
artistic nature, high thinking and gracefulness, success, good name etc. Presence of Venus in zodiac in your natal chart decides your
living standards, life style and your approach, wealth, fame. Venus is more known as ‘The morning star’ this gives you chance of
enlightenment in life.
Pisces is a watery sign and exaltation sign of Venus.In your birth chart Venus being exalted gives you dignity
because of benefic Jupiter and Pisces is also a watery sign makes you. Venus here being in a sign of spiritualism and self-sacrifice,
hence you too are of same nature i.e. generous, sensitive and extremely compassionate. You are a selfless worker. You have a
pleasant personality. This position of Venus gives you an intense love for music, desirous of luxury and comforts, gains of money

through friends is also indicated. You spend your money for charitable purposes, you will earn name and fame, popularity from the
same kind of acts. Being a good orator and soft spoken person you are a favourite one for government & higher authorities.
Twelfth House is the house of loss, foreign trips etc. In your horoscope sign in this house is Scorpio and lord mars is in conjunction
with lords of auspicious houses. This is an indication of gains from foreign land. Charitable acts would always help you have better
results in life.
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Most of the planets in your horoscope are above average in planetary strength. This indicates that you have talents in you and little
efforts may bring good results.

Period Ahead
th

th

Jupiter-Venus-Mercury (7 Jan. -09 to 25 May 09): You are running through the major period of Jupiter and sub period of Venus
with minor period of Mercury. During this time you may take care of your health. Any sort of negligence in this direction may disturb
you. You have to be very patient in your behavior as there may be some chances of litigation against you. Although there will not be
very big harm, yet you should be careful. You should not rely any one instantly to secure yourself.
th

st

Jupiter-Venus-Ketu (25 May 09 to 21 July 09): During this time your expenditure will rise high and you may not be able to check
this. If you have any sort of allergy, you should be careful else some expenditure is also likely on medication. Be regular in your food
intake. On the other hand fortune will favor you and you may get ample of chances of enhancement in your career but be careful
there are some chances of conspiracies against you at work place. You should keep calm and handle the situation. Don’t be
depressed as this is the temporary phase and things will turn in to your favor very soon. One thing which favors you is the transit of
Jupiter from May 2009 to July 2009. If you are married and want to initiate a new business you can start in the name of your spouse
which will prove beneficial for you.
st

th

Jupiter-Sun-Sun (21 July 09 to 4 Aug. 09): This is the time when you will get appreciation and applause from all around. Your
higher officials will be co-operative. You will get the co-operation from officials if you are in business whatever is the case may be.
th

th

th

th

th

th

Jupiter-Sun-Moon (4 Aug. 09 to 28 Aug. 09): During this time you have to take special care of your health, any negligence will
cause harm to you but on the other hand success in the ongoing tasks will boost your confidence. You may have an inclination
towards spiritualism or occult sciences. You would perform some short journeys. Exhibition of your creative skills will be the reason
of your appreciation at work place.
Jupiter-Sun-Mars (28 Aug. 09 to 15 Sept. 09): During this time you may have to make some loan arrangements for constructive
purpose. If you are in job, there are strong chances of elevation during this time. On thing you should keep in mind that either you
give a second thought to any important decision or take the advice of the expert. You would be a little confused, chanting of planet
Rahu will relax you.
Jupiter-Sun-Rahu (15 Sept. 09 to 28 Oct. 09): During this time you may face some false allegations and would be bound to clarify
your point. Health of your father will be a matter of concern. He may face some problems from government officials or higher
officials may create some obstacles in his work, whatever is the case may be.
th

th

Jupiter-Sun-Jupiter (28 Oct. 09 to 6 Dec. 09): This is the high time for getting success in every task. Your working hours will
increase and you have to do excessive physical labor. You would not be able to control the expenditure. In you have any property in

your name either you may think to dispose it off for betterment or you may invest money on renovation work on any existing
building of your residence or office, which will prove beneficial in the future.
th

nd

Jupiter-Sun-Saturn (6 Dec. 09 to 22 Jan. 10): During this time you may have some difference of opinion with father or fatherly
figures. You are astrologically advised not to poke your nose in any family matter, unless you are asked for your suggestion. If you
have any connection with government officials in professional matters, you may not get the required support or co-operation.
Chanting of planet ‘Sun’ will give you relief.
nd

th

Jupiter-Sun-Mercury (22 Jan. 10 to 4 March 10): During this time you will put all your efforts to get success. You may get some
new professional proposals if you are in job and if you have any business, time is also auspicious for new business partnership.
Financial gains will also be prominent. You may have to travel a lot for professional purposes. You would take a bold decision for
expansion of your existing profession, ups ‘n’ downs are the part of life, so do not give any space to negative thoughts or don’t feel
so depressed.
th

st

Jupiter-Sun-Ketu (4 March 10 to 21 March 10): During this time you may have a strong feeling of depression and would adopt the
policy of escapism. You have to give clarifications in both the personal and professional matters. People around you will not be
supportive at all. You will have to work hard to get success. Astrologically, you are advised to keep calm and handle the situation
cool headedly.
st

th

Jupiter-Sun-Venus (21 March 10 to 9 May 10): This would be a very interesting period when gains, loss, opportunities and
obstacles would go hand in hand. You may have to look forward for loan management for some constructive reason. Availability of
resources would be a problem for you. Your increasing status and rising success graph may activate some of the opponents around
you and their conspiracy may divert your attention. You have to be very careful about your personal behavior and should keep the
temperamental fluctuations under control. There are chances of purchase of some luxury goods or investment in real estate.
th

th

Jupiter-Moon-Moon (9 May 10 to 18 June 10): Some health problems, occasional financial losses and on the contrary unexpected
gains will be the major incidents of this time. You have to maintain the balance between your income and expenditure. You have to
perform excessive journeys. You will take a bold professional decision and may perform excessive journeys but be particular in your
diet and must check the speed of your vehicle.
th

Jupiter-Moon-Mars (18 June 10 to 17 July 10): During this time you have to put all your efforts for getting the success in your
ongoing tasks. If you are unmarried, chances of getting some new proposals are very strong. You have to be clear on your point.
Your opponents may try to harm you but their efforts may go waste. You will be inclined towards spiritualism.
th

Jupiter-Moon-Rahu (17 July 10 to 28 Sept. 10): During this time you may be in a state of indecisiveness you should not avoid the
elderly advice. If you have any property in your name, you may think to dispose it off for betterment. Health of your mother may be
the matter of concern. You may be transferred to your native place.
th

nd

Jupiter-Moon-Jupiter (28 Sept. 10 to 2 Dec. 10): During this time on one hand there may be health problem but on the other
hand you would gain name, fame and would invest money on some real estate matters, you should be careful while dealing these
matters as there may be chances of cheating with you. You will get the support from your elder brother or brotherly figure. Friends
will now be too co-operative which is more than your expectations. Chances of getting new proposals either personal or professional
are very strong.
nd

th

Jupiter-Moon-Saturn (2 Dec. 10 to 17 Feb. 11): During this time you will earn through your skills. If you are in job time is in your
favor and you would be able to get the appreciation from the senior. You may think to change your work place or would be elevated
during this time. If you are in business, you would add new subjects to that.
Remedy
Your fifth sign lord mars is combust and not in position to bestow his natural result. Hence you should chant either planet Mars with
the mantra given below or should chant lord Hanuman to get best result.

Om A: Angarkay Namah:
With Best Wishes

SATISH SHARMA

